Five Years in Pictures: 2015–2019

We are an organization that catalogues our own history: not only through a wealth of documents, but also pictures that are sometimes the only visual proof a summer happened at all. Whether a photo was taken in 1946 or 2019, it is both clear and reassuring to see the consistency of the landscape that holds each class. In a year like 2020, that historic steadfastness is fuel.

At the close of 2020, where there was no Skowhegan summer, we offer you a brief look into the previous five years. Notice the similarities in how we gather, how we work, and how we live in the landscape. Notice that the same buildings, and the same land, also host a changing, evolving, and ever-expanding group of artists that provide energetic invention and new urgencies that are unique to each summer and each artist.

Each class has its own identity—its own way of forging community, of exchange, of staking out individuality, of finding its own relationship to Skowhegan, the school and Skowhegan the site. 325 participants make up the classes of 2015–2019. Against a consistent backdrop, 325 distinct ways of seeing the world are forged. In a year like 2020, that is 325 reasons for hope.
2015 Participants

Scott Anderson  
Nobutaka Aozaki  
Anthony Baab  
Garrett Bradley  
Haley Bueschlen  
Neil Carroll  
Sophia Cleary  
Steven Cottingham  
Thomas Dahlberg  
Martin Lorenzo de Mesa  
Jesse Enland  
Nicholas Fagan  
Stu Fulke  
Ana María Gómez López  
Pilar Gallygo  
Mathilde Ganancia  
Rachel Granofsky  
Sophie Grant  
Naama Hidany  
Jessica Hankey  
Elisa Harkins  
Erin Henry  
Madalina Hollandar  
Katherine Hubbard  
Ginny Hu  
Alexander Jackson  
Gregory Kalliohe  
Ayesha Khan  
Charlotte Lagro  
Jim Leach  
Sujin Lim  
Naven Lochhead  
Kabir Ahmad Masum Chisty  
Sarah Mathes  
James Maurelle  
Troy Michie  
Sarah Minaara  
Paolo Morales  
Kanoosh Motahabi  
Matt Nicholas  
Mia Cruz Palikao  
Erik Patton  
Elle Pérez  
Jeffrey Prokash  
Anna Quen  
Pablo Rasgado  
Linaea Rygaard  
Annesofie Sandal  
Jordan Seaberry  
Alan Segal  
Goncalo Sera

2015 Faculty

Resident Artists  
LaToya Ruby Frazier (A ’07)  
Neil Goldberg  
Michelle Grabner  
Dolli Donald Odita  
Sarah Oppenheimer  

Visiting Artists  
Julie Ault  
Jonathan Bergam  
David Diaz (F ’70)  
Lizzi Fitch & Ryan Trecartin  
Theater Gates  

Regina José Galindo  
Glenn Ligon (F ’06)
2016 Participants

Deborah Anzinger
Eddie Aparicio
Cudelice Brazelton
Janaya Brown
Lindsey Burke
Jennifer Calivas
Marcos Castro
Vincent Ceraldo
Aschely Cone
Mel Cook
Corey Escoto
Jackie Pang
Sophia Flood
Noah Garcia
Ian Gerson
Barra Gatkunx
Josh Graupera
Nicolas Grenier
Julia Haft-Candell
Ronald Hall
Stefanie Heinze
Amanda Honswitz
Hong Seon Jang
Cheyenne Julien
Jonah King
Autumn Knight
Diego Lama
Carilo Layya
Dana Lok
Lorena Mal
Josefina Malmegard
Michelle Mantua
Bryan Martello
Malania McLain
On Mariecom
Helena Metastefia
Omar Milmar
Nicholas Missel
Bridget Mullan
Yue Nakayama
Julia Phillips
Christina Quarles
Masou Reed
Amy Ritter
Andy Robert
Marla Rodriguez
Katina Scarville
James Scheuren
Matthew Shatz
Omid Shokrani

2016 Faculty

Resident Artists
Yael Bartana
Daniel Bozhkov (A ’90, F ’11)
Louis Cameron (A ’96)
Piero Golia
Joanna Malinowska (A ’01)
Nicole Miller
Carl Ostendarp
Paul Pfeiffer (F ’95, ’10)
Piergiorgio Gobbi
Visiting Artists
Robert Gober (F ’94)
Rebecca Morris (A ’94)
Liliana Porter
Aroya Rasdjanameanook
Peter Saul (F ’78, ’96)
Paul Mellon Distinguished Fellow
George Lewis
2017 Participants

Joeun Aatchim  
Mohammad Al Mohsin  
Farah Al Qasimi  
Harry Alberto  
Sagie Azoulay  
Tim Bearse  
Tess Bilhartz  
Coady Brown  
Elliott Brown, Jr.  
Justin Bryant  
Mariel Capanna  
Jonathan Chacon  
Sujung Chang  
Wesley Chavis  
Steve Chen  
Onyedika Chuke  
Cameron Coffman  
Buffy Collins  
Coleman Collins  
Karanima O’Souza  
Harry Davies  
Erik DeLucia  
Michael Damps  
Kerry Downey  
Maggie Elks  
Abdi Farah  
Karolina Gratkowski  
Gustavo Gomez Brechtel  
Cameron Granger  
Lamont Hamilton  
Erick Hernandez  
Terrance James  
Hasabie Kidanu  
Mo Kong  
Melissa Kozlubocki  
Baxter Kozioł  
Emma Lotter  
Daniel Lariia  
Walter Matthews  
Maria McKinney  
Dustin Matz  
Efi Michalaki  
Joshua Miller  
Shaka Miller  
Laura Morrison  
Whitney Oldenburg  
Eunjung Park  
Malcolm Peacock  
Alina Perez  
Pat Phillips  
Lauren Quinn  
Jagdeep Raina  
Kevet Raina  
Kenny Rivera  
Jose de Jesus Rodriguez  
Pedram Sazaei  
Finn Schult  
Pallavi San  
Kato Sia  
Esther Stewart  
Leonard Suryajaya  
Brian Trelegan  
Britney Williams  
Zhiyuan Yang  
Arina Yokoyama

2017 Faculty

Resident Artists  
Angela Dufresne  
Torkwase Dyson  
William E. Jones  
Dave McKenzie (A ’00, F ’11)  
Dean Moss  
Mario Ybarra Jr.  
Visiting Artists  
Nayland Blake (F ’12)  
Ron Gorchov  
Rachel Lamon  
Judith Linhares  
Wu Tsang  
Paul Mellon Distinguished Fellow  
Eileen Myles
2018 Participants

Beverly Acha
Sadie Barnett
Patrick Bayly
Colleen Billing
Christie Blizzard
Javis Blyard
Arist Chariu
Jessica Clay
Cameron Clayborn
Emma Cousin
Sara Cuyan
William Dufala
Eli Engelstein
Ana Fernandez
Arash Fewzoe

2018 Faculty

Resident Artists
Josephine Halvorson
Dave Hardy (A’94)
Simon Leung
Jeannine Olson (A’10)
Harry Taylor

Visiting Artists
Julietta Aranda
Kevin Everson
Fritz Haeg
Lyke Ashton Harris
Anicka Yi

Paul Mellon Distinguished Fellow
Fred Moten
2019 Participants

Manuel Aja Espil
Patricia Ayres
Ganwa Bias
Shari Ben Simon
Pat Blocher
Jesica Briceno Cisneros
Ally Caple
Avilla Carterfield
Nicole Chaput
Sadrich Chisolm
Azza El Siddique
Asal Elwali
Safir Farrag
Elizabeth Flood
Maria Fragoso
Rene Franco
Jessica Fuquay
Nikita Gale
PHiipp Guiller
Chase Hall
Nasim Hatemzadeh
Karron Hazel
Rahve Henderson
Eli Hill
Jack Hogan
Li-Ming Hu
Malaimba Heath
Ariel Jackson
Tomashi Jackson
Erin Johnson
Ali Kaeni
Tala Levitt
Ish Liptman
Taylor Loftin
Kat Lyons
Aaron Maker
Rudy Mamori
Jacob Mason-Maclin
Silas Mcdonough
Jeffrey Motik
Raham Moskitz
Fatima Mohinin
Tariq Mupita
Kantthi Pang
Peng Zujiang
Bryson Rand
Gonzalo Reyes
Eduardo L. Rivero
Jaiel Sangco
Hannah Shaban
Matt Smoak
Youngsoo Sohn
Sanaz Sohrabi
Beth Stuart
Ting Teal
Sindhu Thirumalaisamy
Marla Tiran
Jesus David Tommas
Jake Troyi
Elmi Ventura Mata
Justin Viscia
Parinda Wanichwat
Jordan Wietzman
Sarah Welch
Audra Wist

2019 Faculty

Resident Artists
Steve DiBenedetto
Chitra Ganesh (A ‘91, F ‘13)
Sung Hwan Kim (A ‘03)
Sondra Perry (A ‘13)
Lan Tuazon

Visiting Artists
Teresita Fernandez
Mark Gaines &
Alexandre Segade
Josh Kline

Lucy Raven
Juan Sanchez (F ‘90)
Paul Mellon Distinguished Fellow
Silvia Federici